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Introduction

The A+ Reader

xiii

T ake a minute and step back from the fury and adventure of life in your
classroom. Take a look at your students. Try to imagine their futures—

as readers.

Stefanie loves to argue—perhaps she’ll be a lawyer, burning the 
midnight oil as she pores through stacks of legal briefs. Jared is a real nature lover,
always a frog in his pocket or a wounded bird under his arm; maybe he’ll be a vet-
erinarian, and a good one too, with all the new veterinary journals on the night-
stand next to his bed. Sarah and Larry have been making eyes at each other for
three months now. Imagine them married, cruising the Internet looking for a good
buy on their first home. And Zachary. Chances are he might already be research-
ing stock options or 401(k)s. And what about Daryl? I haven’t seen him this
excited about anything until we started our mystery unit in Language Arts. I can
just see him waiting impatiently for his local bookstore to open so he can devour
the newest release from the hot mystery writer of the day. Then there’s Zoe—the
latent politician, the do-gooder. Just try to imagine her not surfing a dozen online
newspapers, talking back to the editorials under her breath.

No matter how we imagine our students’ futures, it is nearly impos-
sible not to see a world in which reading is critical. Here’s how the Com-
mission on Adolescent Literacy of the International Reading Association
puts it:

Adolescents entering the adult world in the 21st century will read
and write more than at any other time in human history. They will
need advanced levels of literacy to perform their jobs, run their
households, act as citizens, and conduct their personal lives. They
will need literacy to cope with the flood of information they will
find everywhere they turn. They will need literacy to feed their
imaginations so they can create the world of the future. In a com-
plex and sometimes even dangerous world, their ability to read
will be crucial. (Moore, Bean, Birdyshaw, & Rycik, 1999, p. 3)



And yet, as clear and as pressing as this future may be, we do not need
to look quite so many years ahead to see that advanced reading skills are
prerequisite to success. As students progress through the grades, their
lives in middle school, high school, and college will be dominated by read-
ing: primary documents in history; lab directions in science; French and
Spanish newspapers in foreign language class; word problems in mathe-
matics; magazine articles and editorials on nutrition in health; novels,
poems, plays, short stories, and literary criticism in English; and, of course,
all those textbooks. We can’t help but notice that the elementary students
we teach every day depend on us to make them ready for the reading chal-
lenges they will face immediately as students, and eventually as workers
and citizens of the twenty-first century.

Here’s something else you may have noticed in imagining your
students’ futures as readers: (We bet) you imagined most of your students
as successful readers. There are a couple of reasons we’re willing to take
this bet. First of all, chances are very good that if you purchased this book,
you’re an educator. And as an educator, you want the best for your
students; you work hard to help students become powerful learners and to
prepare them for lifelong success. Plus, we have some data to support this
bet. You see, we’ve asked quite a few elementary teachers over the years to
conduct this little thinking experiment and imagine their students’ read-
ing futures. We have found that the overwhelming majority envision suc-
cessful futures for their students. Whatever kind of reading elementary
teachers imagine their students doing, they tend to see them doing it eas-
ily, navigating through texts with proficiency, digesting big ideas, and
making inferences without too much struggle.

The second reason we’re willing to take this bet is this: While chances
are good that if you purchased this book you’re an educator, chances are
even better that you’re a reader. Nonreaders buy few books, rarely visit
libraries, and are much more likely to go online to play video games or
download music than they are to check out the latest research on alterna-
tive energy automobiles, scan the daily blogs and online periodicals for the
day’s most important news stories, or participate in an online discussion on
the achievements of Satchel Paige. So, in imagining your students’ futures,
you probably relied on the closest and most personally meaningful model
of a successful reader you could imagine—yourself.

This is a book about how you can turn average or below-average read-
ers in elementary school into thoughtful, high-achieving readers—readers
like yourself, who can find and remember the information they need, rea-
son their way through challenging texts, and feel at home in libraries and
bookstores, both virtual and real. We call these readers A+ readers.

WHAT DOES AN A+ READER LOOK LIKE?

For almost four decades, reading research was traveling down a dark road,
focusing almost exclusively on the difficulties readers faced. You might say
this research was more concerned with what readers could not do than
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with what they could do—with readers’ disabilities rather than their 
abilities. Then, in the late 1970s and early 1980s, reading research took a
sharp turn in a different direction. Under the leadership of researchers
such as Robert Tierney, P. David Pearson, Ruth Garner, James Cunningham,
Annemarie Palincsar, Ann Brown, and others, reading research began to
focus on the mental activity of proficient readers. What these and other
researchers realized was that as students moved through the elementary
grades, teachers relied more and more on students’ ability to read well. 
No amount of direct instruction, inquiry, videos, or lectures could cover all
of the essential material. Articles, literature, biographies, primary 
documents—all of these and many other resources served as a foundation
for powerful teaching and robust learning. Thus, students who weren’t
reading at a high level of proficiency were missing a vital piece in the
learning puzzle. In response to this situation, these researchers began ask-
ing a simple but revolutionary question: What do good and great readers
do with their minds while reading that makes them more successful than
their peers? What they found was that good and great readers shared com-
mon characteristics that made them A+ rather than C+ readers:

· A+ readers know how to organize ideas and information to fit the
task at hand.

· A+ readers know how to use questions to filter out the most impor-
tant information and to clarify points of confusion.

· A+ readers know how to use their imaginations to make predic-
tions, draw inferences, and create pictures that mirror important
concepts in the text.

· A+ readers know how to use conversation, dialogue, and retelling
to deepen their understanding of the texts they read.

· A+ readers think actively while reading; they recognize when their
understanding of texts is confused or mistaken and use strategies to
repair their comprehension.

Armed with this new vision of the talents and skills employed by 
successful readers, researchers such as Michael Pressley (2006) and Robert
Marzano, Diane Paynter, John Kendall, Debra Pickering, and Lorraine
Marzano (1995), teacher-researchers such as Ellin Keene and Susan
Zimmermann (1997), and thousands of teachers across the country began
to craft instruction in these skills into strategies teachers could use to
improve reading while continuing to teach their specific content. And,
because of the new research base behind them—because the focus was on
ability rather than disability—the strategies worked. Weaker readers grew
stronger. C+ students earned more A’s.

HOW THIS BOOK IS ORGANIZED

The proficient-reader research, then, gives us our map for this book, which
is a collection of strategies that have emerged from this important research
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What’s
the Big Idea?

1

1

Peer Reading

Using questions and
peer coaching to filter
important information

Graphic Organizers

Understanding text patterns
and visually structuring readingMain Idea

Identifying central ideas
and essential details

Read and Retell

Summarizing and retelling
passages

Split Screen

Using visualizations and
icons to identify big ideas

and important details

A Word (A Section Really)
About Fluency

Building comprehension
through fluency instruction

What’s the Big Idea?

Helping students recognize
what is important and what is

not in their reading

Figure 1.1 Chapter Overview: Advance Organizer



“How does a main idea become a main idea?”

—Estelle Theander, seventh-grade
social studies teacher

Imagine you were an idea. Not a great idea. Not an important idea.
Something smaller and off to the side. Something other people saw 

as a detail. You lived in a writer’s head, or in a reader’s mind, or on a page
somewhere in a library. But you were ambitious: you wanted to become
something more, something bigger, say, a main idea. What would you do?

Strange question. But it is a question that lies close to the heart of help-
ing students become thoughtful readers. And, as a question, it is not alone.
It resides with a number of equally provocative questions, such as:

· Do readers find important ideas, or do they make them up?
· How do authors let you know they think an idea is important?
· How can you tell a main idea from a detail?
· Can an idea be important for one person but secondary for another?
· What if a nonfiction reading has no main idea?
· What about fiction? Do stories have main ideas?

These questions may seem bothersome and overly philosophical, but
the readers in your classroom struggle with them every day. Their struggles
become your struggles because, as teachers, we want more than anything
for our readers to be successful. We all know that separating the important
from the unimportant is an essential reading skill. But how do we know
what’s important and what’s not in the first place?

An Experiment

Figure 1.2 contains readings at various levels of complexity. We would
like to ask you to read them and identify the important ideas. “What do
we mean by important ideas?” you might ask. We mean the key points you
find there: what you would tell others about the passage who had not read
it so that they got the gist of its content.

Warning: Our point is not that an important idea can be whatever you
want it to be. Our point is rather to encourage you to look closely at how
you determine what is most important in these passages and to ask your-
self how this might apply to how you teach your students.

What the Research Says

So, how did you do? How did you determine what was important in
each passage?
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3WHAT’S THE BIG IDEA?
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Reading Selection #1

Definition of a Point 

A point is the basic unit of geometry. It has no size. It is infinitely small. It has only
one location. A physical model of a point would be a pencil tip.

Picture of a Point P·

You can use a dot to represent a point. You name a point with a capital letter. This
point is called point P.

Reading Selection #2

Why Were Roads Important to the Roman Empire?

At the height of Roman rule, Roman roads reached to the farthest corners of the
Empire. This vast network made travel much easier and was directly responsible
for the great wealth the Empire gained through trade. 

Roman roads were built using three layers of firmly packed rocks that were then
covered with slabs of smoother stones. The Romans made great efforts to keep
their roads flat, but if a hill or mountain had to be crossed, the Romans preferred a
short steep climb to the long trudge around a mountain or hill. By keeping roads
flat, Roman troops were able to respond more quickly to rebellions or invasions on
their borders. Trade and communication were able to move more rapidly and
satisfy the needs of the vast Empire.

Reading Selection #3

My final at-bat was nothing like Mighty Casey’s ill-fated one. For one thing, no one
expected much from me—I hadn’t gotten a hit in five straight games. The people in
the bleachers certainly didn’t stir back to life for me the way the Mudville faithful did
for Mighty Casey. There was one similarity, though: both Casey and I were looking
at two straight strikes when that third pitch came hurtling in toward us. And then
Wham!—no one in Little League had ever hit a ball far enough to clear the
municipal lot where they park the ambulances. No one, that is, before me and my
300-foot home run.

Reading Selection #4

The circulatory system circulates blood throughout the body using the heart and
three kinds of blood vessels—arteries, capillaries, and veins. The most
important part of the circulatory system is the heart. The heart is a very strong
muscle that pumps blood into the arteries when it contracts and takes blood in
from the veins when it relaxes. Blood is a liquid that delivers oxygen to all the
body’s parts and carries away chemical waste for disposal. Blood travels away
from the heart through the arteries and then crosses through the capillaries into
the veins. The veins carry the blood back to the heart, where it will soon be
recycled and used again.

Figure 1.2 Four Readings
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